Ruyi H. & Jeremy K., Pleasanton
May the 4Rs Be With You Contest 2022
Our 4Rs: Reuse, Recycle, Reproduce, Reuse

Our (Re)Generation
Action Story
The reason why we chose to do this is to
show people that people need to stop
throwing away plastic and recycle it.
The picture shows that a dirty water
bottle can shine once you give it a
second chance in life.
Under recycle it shows an empty trash
can and a heaping recycling bin.
In reduce it shows that people are
throwing away things in the trash even if
it's recyclable. Then a person is making
second choices and recycling.
In reproduce it shows a tree that we
thought it was like growing and it kind of
shows the earth growing if we take care
of our things and recycle them.

Story Continued on Next Page

We chose to do poems and art because they have an effect on people that is
powerful. Under each R we have a poem and a picture.
Under reuse, we have an old plastic bottle that was washed clean again. We
chose reuse because everything deserves a second chance to shine.
Under recycle, there is a puny trash can that is empty and a heaping
recycling bin. We chose recycle because if it is too worn it can be made into
something new.
Under reduce, there are two trash cans that represent decisions of Monday
and Tuesday. Next, there is a guy thinking about it and finally, on Thursday,
he recycles. We chose reduce because the landfill is going to fill up soon and
if that happens, we're going to have to burn our trash! That will cause global
warming to speed up.
Under reproduce, there is a big oak tree. It represents how we need to grow
more trees to make up for deforestation. We chose reproduce because by
growing more trees, it helps change extra CO2 into oxygen.

